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LaKeith Smith could spend the rest of his life in an Alabama prison
for murder, despite not harming or killing anyone.
The case of LaKeith Smith urgently deserves our attention because there
is a chance his conviction could be overturned or his sentence reduced.

BACKGROUND
In February of 2015, LaKeith–who was 15 years old at the time–and
a group of friends were involved in the break-ins of two unoccupied
homes in Millbrook, Alabama. The teens were still present in one of the homes
when local police officers arrived at the scene. During that encounter, LaKeith’s
16-year-old friend A’Donte Washington was shot and killed by one of the officers.
Although he was the youngest in the group, LaKeith was denied being tried
as a juvenile and was charged as an adult. He was convicted of theft, burglary,
and felony murder–a charge that held him legally responsible for the death of
A’Donte. Alabama’s felony murder rule states:
A person commits the crime of murder if he/she commits or attempts to
commit [a felony] and, in the course of and in furtherance of the crime
that he/she is committing or attempting to commit, or in immediate
flight therefrom, he/she, or another participant if there be any, causes
the death of any person.
Despite A’Donte not being killed by a participant in the crime, LaKeith
lost his friend and now faces losing the next 50 years of his life to prison.

WEBSITE & SOCIAL HANDLES
www.justiceforlakeithsmith.com
Instagram: @Justice4LaKeithSmith
Twitter: @Justice4LaKeith
Facebook: @Justice4LaKeithSmith
Hashtags: #Justice4LaKeithSmith #JusticeForLaKeithSmith
#JusticeForLaKeith #LakeithSmith
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HOW YOU CAN HELP
1. Follow the Justice4LaKeithSmith campaign. You can follow us on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter to stay
up-to-date on the latest with LaKeith.
2. Post and share J4L content. Use the suggested social media graphics and captions below to create
your own posts and reshare content from the Justice4LaKeithSmith social media profiles. Be sure to include
hashtags #Justice4LaKeithSmith #JusticeForLaKeithSmith #JusticeForLaKeith and tag @Justice4LaKeithSmith whenever possible.
3. Sign the petition. We’re so close to our goal of 1 million signatures! Sign the change.org petition and share
it with your network.
4. Donate to the campaign. Support the fight for LaKeith Smith by donating to the campaign.
5. Stay informed. Join our mailing list to get the latest updates about LaKeith’s case.

SAMPLE POSTS

COPY
Twitter:
At the age of 16, LaKeith Smith was sentenced to spend the rest
of his life in an Alabama prison for murder, despite not killing
anyone. Join the fight for his freedom now at
justice4lakeithsmith.com.
Facebook, Instagram:
LaKeith Smith is expected to spend the rest of his life in an
Alabama prison for murder, despite not killing anyone.
How does this happen?
In February of 2015, LaKeith, who was 15 years old at the time,
and a group of friends were involved in the break-ins of two
unoccupied homes in Millbrook, Alabama. The teens were still
present in one of the homes when local police officers arrived at
the scene. During that encounter, LaKeith’s 16-year-old friend
A’Donte Washington was shot and killed by one of the officers.
LaKeith was convicted on charges of theft and burglary, but it
was the felony murder charge that held him legally responsible
for the death of A’Donte even though he didn’t kill him.
LaKeith lost his friend and now faces losing the next 50 years of
his life to prison.
His case MUST be heard.
Go follow @Justice4LaKeithSmith to learn how to support
LaKeith’s campaign.
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SAMPLE POSTS

COPY
Twitter:
Without our help, LaKeith Smith is expected to spend the
rest of his life in an Alabama prison for murder, despite
not killing anyone. Join the fight for his freedom now at
justice4lakeithsmith.com.
Instagram, Facebook:
Without our help, LaKeith Smith is expected to spend the
rest of his life in an Alabama prison for murder, despite
not killing anyone.
This case urgently deserves our attention because there is
a chance his conviction could be overturned or he could
be resentenced.
Here’s how you can help:
• Follow the @Justice4LaKeithSmith campaign! @Justice4LaKeithSmith @Justice4LaKeithSmith
@Justice4LaKeithSmith
• Post and reshare Justice4LaKeith content. Go to the
@Justice4LaKeithSmith profile and share the content to
your stories and your network. You can also visit the
Justice4LaKeith website to download the social media
toolkit to craft your own posts in support of the campaign.
• Sign the change.org petition. We’re so close to our goal
of 1 million signatures! Sign and share it with your
network.
• Donate to the campaign.
• Stay informed by joining the Justice4LaKeithSmith
mailing list at justice4lakeithsmith.com.
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